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Introduction to EIRA© basics



EIRA©

Focus: Interoperability (It includes the most salient ABBs of and iop dps)

Reference Model/Ontology: ArchiMate©

Architecture Style: SOA

Solution Architecture Templates (EIRA© extensions) are used to model L/O/S/T Detail-

Level requirements (i.e. specifications) both business agnostic and domain specific

Architecture, technologically independent, business agnostic, content metamodel

Result of a collaborative effort with EU Member States

Unit of analysis: A (one) digital public service

Each ABB models a decoupled L/O/S/T High-Level requirement functionality



EIRA©

(*) DECISION (EU) 2015/2240 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 25 November 2015

(art 3) "…. The ISA2programme shall support and

promote:

f) the mapping and analysis of the overall interoperability
landscape in the Union through the establishment,
maintenance and improvement of the EIRA and the EIC
as instruments to facilitate the re-use of existing
interoperability solutions and to identify the areas where
such solutions are still lacking;

(g) the maintenance, updating, promotion and
monitoring of the implementation of the EIS, the EIF and
the EIRA"



EIRA© High-level view (partial)

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/about

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWhoy3ilYEA



EIRA©. Being unaware of upscale use cases

Discovering and Reusing

Search for interoperability solutions
(CarTool & Semantic Web?

Analysing H-L  requirements of a 
target digital public service

Architecture-Driven 
Requirements Engineering 

Documenting, Communicating 
and Sharing

Document an As-Id  digital public 
service

Gap analysis solution/reference 
architectures

Assessing

Designing a D-L target digital public 
service

Model-Driven Solution Design Controlled vocabulary

Rationalise portfolio Impact assessment on ICT support



Upscale problem statement



eGovERA©. Problem Statement

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

DG REFORMDG DIGIT

June, 2018 Building: CHAR (Brussels)

“Member States 
ask for EC guidance 

on  digital 
government public 
services portfolio 

management”

Lichtenstein art reused for this academic conference with no profit intention. Not to be
priinted or further distributed. Furthermore, if this slide is going to be reused, this image
should be removed.

“Could you,  pls., 
be more specific? 

To do what?



eGovERA©. Problem Statement

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

DG REFORMDG DIGIT

“They need support on 
formulating their national digital 
strategies setting their priorities”

“I see. A top-down 
approach? “…and frequently bottom-up as they 

need justifications supporting their 
applications for funds to modernise 

specific digital public services”

June, 2018 Building: CHAR (Brussels)



eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

“Exactly. It should cover the range from 
Business Agnostic (e.g. network, eiD, base 

registries, etc…) to the big domains (i.e. 
Case Management System to support the 
Courts, Health Record Management, …).

“So, they would get value if we 
provide a high level eGovernment
architecture for key digital public 
services  and for the big public 
administration domains, right?” 

“ …and who are the 
users?

“CIOs dreaming for a well-grounded national 
digital strategy. Portfolio Manager who need 

to decide priorities in the digitalisations. 
Architects who need guidance identifying 

requirements for digital public services….and, 
all-in-all, in many cases in the not so 

advanced MS  in terms of digitalisation

DG REFORMDG DIGIT

June, 2018 Building: CHAR (Brussels)

eGovERA©. Problem Statement



eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

“These users will get a high level 
eGovernment architecture 

reference (logical) against which the 
digitisation efforts could be 

identified and co-ordinated”. 

“Pls., describe the 
value”

“I see,….. let’s call it eGovERA© , 
for the time being… ummmm, this 
guidance should consider the 
specifics of each situation, right?”

“Absolutely!!!. It is clear, that the 
digital transformation would 

greatly vary from Member State 
to Member State”. 

DG REFORMDG DIGIT

June, 2018 Building: CHAR (Brussels)

eGovERA©. Problem Statement



eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

“They will. To focus in their next 
generation of digital public 

service

“So…our champions Member 
States in eGovernment will not be 
really interested in eGovERA© ?

“Therefore, eGovERA©  in addition to 
this high level eGovernment
architecture reference it should provide 
a roadmap suggesting the specifics for 
their digital transformation considering 
their particular situation, right?

“Absolutely!!!. It is clear, that the 
digital transformation would 

greatly vary from Member State to 
Member State”. 

DG REFORMDG DIGIT

June, 2018 Building: CHAR (Brussels)

eGovERA©. Problem Statement



eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

“No problem”

“We would need to validate the 
PoC in MS. I’d suggest 3 pilots

“I suggest that we include this 
in our ISA2 WP2019 (Q4) and 
as a PoC

“Great!!!!

“Deal?”
“Deal”

DG REFORMDG DIGIT

June, 2018 Building: CHAR (Brussels)

eGovERA©. Problem Statement



eGovERA© overview



eGovERA© will support the next generation (for 2030) of European digital public 

services enabling business continuity, transformation, and co-existence with the 

current state of affairs.

Vision

eGovERA© is a solution suite for eGovernment and digital transformation strategic 

and tactic decision-making support in European Public administrations

Overview

eGovERA© initiative overview

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



eGovERA© Users and Use-Cases

eGovERA© Users

The enterprise or solution architect working in the implementation of digital public services in a specific 
policy domain or in cross-domain infrastructure services, who needs to have a European reference model to 
plan the implementation phases.

The CIO of a Member State (e.g. Head of MS’s Digital Agency), who needs to plan and optimise the 
investment in e-Government for the following years, to be distributed in different policy areas, while focusing 
on the modernisation of the MS’s digital public services.

The public administrations’ services Portfolio Manager, working on planning the long-term modernisation 
programmes of specific digital public services for citizens and businesses or of infrastructure services, who 
needs to have guidance in identifying the priority actions and their sequence.

EU Funds Application 
Support for  eGovernment 
and Digital Transformation 

Digital Public Services 
Portfolio Management 
Decision Support

National Digital 
Agenda Support

Analysis H-L 
Requirements of a 
Digital Public 
Service

ICT  
Legislation 
Impact 
Assessment 
Support

1st

Use Cases

Digital 
Transformation 
Decision Support

Digital Business 
Capacity Assessment 
and Building Decision  
Support

Design of a 
Target Digital 
Public Service

Strategic Decision-Making Support Tactic Decision-Making Support

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



eGovERA© solution components

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformationeGovERA© reference architectures

eGovERA© eGovernment Digital 
Business Capabilities Assessment 

eGovERA©  eGovernment Portfolio 
Management Decision Support

eGovERA© Digital Transformation 
roadmap Support 

3 reference architectures, 2 domain specific 
(Taxation and Health) and the Business Agnostic.

Survey tool enabling the assessment of the
ability to deliver per digital business capability

Quadrant tool enabling identification, analyses, 
and decision support on dbcs

Roadmap tool enabling analyses and decision
support on dbcs

eGovERA© portal Web portal enabling one-stop access to
eGovERA© upscale solution components
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eGovERA© visible solution components per use case

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

eGovERA© RAs

eGovERA© eGov DBCs 
Cap  Assessment 

eGovERA©  eGov Port 
Mgmt Decision Support

eGovERA© Digital Trans 
roadmap Support 

eGovERA© portal
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eGovERA© (and PoC) high-level requirements

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

Family eGovERA© High-Level Requirements

B
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Business capabilities driven

eGoverment portfolio management decision support (i.e. not technology)

Digital transformation support

Data visualisation (icons, precedence charts, etc.)

U
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d
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Simple

Intuitive

What-if

U
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n
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ic

Value proposition per use case

Co-creation with the users

Validation by the users

C
o

n
te

n
t

EIRA based RAs (interoperable digital public services by default)

One RA per domain specific

Domain specific RAs leverage in Business Agnostic RA

Open software

Free license

PoC High-Level Requirements

2 domain specific RAas +the Business Agnostic RA

Endorsement to the RAs from Member States

Endorsement from Commission services to the RAs 

Focus on the primary use cases

Pilots in EU Member States



eGovERA© “business first” visual implications in upscale 
solution components

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

eGovERA© RAs

eGovERA© eGov DBCs 
Cap  Assessment 

eGovERA©  eGov Port 
Mgmt Decision Support

eGovERA© Digital Trans 
roadmap Support 

eGovERA© portal
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Foundation solution 
components (i.e. RAs) are 
invisible to upscale 
solution components’ 
users



eGovERA© “business first” visual implications in upscale
solution components

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



eGovERA© upscale solution components demo

https://egover-dev.herokuapp.com/ 
survey_result06APRIL2021.json



eGovERA© Foundation solution components



eGovERA© “Domain RAs leverage in Business Agnostic RA” 
implications in foundation solution components (i.e. RAs)

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

eGovERA© Business Agnostic RA  

eGovERA© 
Tax RA 

eGovERA© 
Health RA

eGovERA© 
Customs 

RA 

eGovERA© 
Green RA ……

Domain specific silo avoidance: In a domain specific RA there is only domain specific content

EIRA© 



eGovERA© Foundation
Components

DBC 1 …

DPSs

ABBs

DBC 2 DBC 3 DBCs

Legal

Organisational

Semantic

Technical

Digital Business Capabilities

Definition of a Capability according to TOGAF: “An 
ability that an organization, person, or system 

possesses”.

Domain Specific + Business Agnostic
Digital Public Services

services to be digitally provisioned/consumed 

Domain Specific + Business Agnostic 
Architectural Building Blocks

Decoupled functional requirements that a Member State 
has to implement to deploy digital public services

DPS 5DPS 4DPS 3DPS 1 DPS 2

…

Legal ABB 1

Organisation 
ABB 1

Semantic ABB 1

Technical ABB 1
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Legal ABB 2

Organisation 
ABB 2

Semantic ABB 2

Technical ABB 2

Legal ABB 3

Organisation 
ABB 3

Semantic ABB 3

Technical ABB 3

…

…

…
…

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/taxonomy/term/http_e_f_fdata_ceuropa_ceu_fdr8_fDigitalBusinessCapability
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/taxonomy/term/http_e_f_fdata_ceuropa_ceu_fdr8_fInteroperableDigitalPublicService
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/taxonomy/term/http_e_f_fdata_ceuropa_ceu_fdr8_fEiraArchitectureBuildingBlock


eGovERA© domain specific/agnostic RA LDM

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



eGovERA© Tax RA v1.0.0 beta fact sheet 

2021 Priority Digital Business Capabilities

6

Tax Digital Public Services 
Identified

27

Tax Architecture Building 
Blocks Identified

232

The eGovERA team, the Tax Working Group
and DG TAXUD, have identified 6 Digital
Business Capabilities supporting DG TAXUD
Tax Digital Objectives and MSs request for EU
Funds (i.e., Resilience and Recovery Facility
funds). They are realized by:

• 27 Digital Public Services, and

• 232 Architecture Building Blocks.

These 6 Digital Business Capabilities are part of
the 25 Tax Digital Business Capabilities
identified.

Tax rules management for 
processing tax returns

Taxpayer tax returns and 
transaction information 

collection.

Revenue/Fee collection for 
regular and special cases

Tax authorities' 
registries/catalogues 

management

Taxpayers and Stakeholders 
Relationship Management

Tax risk management 

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



2021 Priority Digital Business Capabilities

6

Health Digital Public 
Services Identified

19

Health Architecture Building 
Blocks Identified

233

The eGovERA team, the Health Working Group
and DG SANTE, have identified 6 Digital
Business Capabilities supporting DG SANTE
Health Digital Objectives and MSs request for
EU Funds (i.e., Resilience and Recovery Facility
funds) and that are realized by:

• 19 Digital Public Services, and

• 233 Architecture Building Blocks.

These 6 Digital Business Capabilities are part of
the 30 Health Digital Business Capabilities
identified.

Prescription / 
Dispensation

Patient Summary

Medical ImagingPrimary medical 
care

Healthcare data 
secondary use

Laboratory

eGovERA© Health RA v1.0.0 beta fact sheet 

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



2021 Priority Digital Business Capabilities

5

BA Digital Public Services 
Identified

30

BA Architecture Building 
Blocks Identified

234

The eGovERA team and DIGIT, have identified,
also considering inputs received from domain
specific Working Group 5 Digital Business
Capabilities supporting the other domain
specific Reference Architecture and MSs
request for EU Funds and that are realized by:

• 30 Digital Public Services, and

• 234 Architecture Building Blocks.

These 5 Digital Business Capabilities are part of
the 17 Business Agnostic Digital Business
Capabilities identified.

Digital Payments

Qualification managementElectronic identification

Digital Procurement

(Big) Data Analysis

eGovERA© Business Agnostic RA v1.0.0 beta fact sheet 

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



Conclusions



Conclusions

Look for the continuum RA → capacity maps → portfolio mgmt. → digital transformation

Domain specific/agnostic RAs are the foundation of upscale use cases portfolio 

management decision support and digital transformation roadmapping support

Assessing business capacity support tools …..ask yourself 

What are the digital public services supporting a given DBC?

What are the ABBs involved?

…and good luck with the answer☺

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation



Annex



EIRA©. Architecture-driven req eng & model-driven solution 
design foundation use cases

Stereotyping: Architecture-Driven 
Requirements Engineering approach

Stereotyping: Model-Driven 
Solution Design approach



eGovERA© foundation predecessor rules

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

TIagn

TAagn

Sagn

Oagn

TIdom

TAdom

Sdom

Odom

Lagn Ldom

n eGovERA© domain specific RAs

(TAX, HEALTH,…)

1 eGovERA© business agnostic RA



eGovERA© foundation predecessor rules

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

TIagn TAagn

TAagn

TAagn

Sagn

Oagn

TIdom TAdom

TAdom

TAdom

Sdom

Odom

TIagn TAdom

TAdomSagn

TAdomOagn

TAagn TAdom

Arrow in the matrix



eGovERA© foundation predecessor rules

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

Oagn Sagn

TIagnOagn

Odom Sdom

TIdomOdom

TIagn TIdom

Sagn Sdom
Oagn Odom

Lagn Ldom



eGovERA© digital transformation roadmaps. 
Implementation orientation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

02

01

04

03Legal - First Semantic - First

Organisational - First Technology - First

There are four configurations of digital transformation roadmaps 
depending on the  selected Implementation orientation



eGovERA© digital transformation roadmaps. 
Implementation orientation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation

Ldom Odom

TIdom

Sdom

TAdom DBC

Lagn

Sagn

TIagn TAagnOagn

PRECEDENCE RULES BETWEEN VIEWS

01 Legal - First



eGovERA© digital transformation roadmaps. 
Implementation orientation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation
PRECEDENCE RULES BETWEEN VIEWS

LdomOdom

TIdom

Sdom

TAdom DBC

Lagn

Sagn

TIagn TAagnOagn

Organizational - First02



eGovERA© digital transformation roadmaps. 
Implementation orientation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation
PRECEDENCE RULES BETWEEN VIEWS

LdomOdom

TIdom

Sdom

TAdom

DBC

LagnSagn

TIagn

TAagnOagn

Semantic - First03



eGovERA© digital transformation roadmaps. 
Implementation orientation

eGovERA
for 

eGovernment
and digital

transformation
PRECEDENCE RULES BETWEEN VIEWS

LdomOdomTIdom

Sdom

TAdom

DBC

Lagn

Sagn

TIagn TAagnOagn

04 Technology - First



Benefits of eGovERA© use case 
n°1 for Member States 1st

Identification of the 
Problem

Identification of the costs 
and expected benefits

Definition of the Solution

• Guiding MSs in clearly identify problems and solutions
• Evaluate the solution strategic fit in the national digital 

agenda. 
• eGovERA will cover all the policy domains (now Tax, Health 

and Business Agnostic)

• Identifying all the needed digital public services 
• Identifying the building blocks supporting the digital public 

services to be implemented
• Defining a clear step by step guide to the implementation

of the needed building blocks

• Supporting MSs in the identification of the cost items 
enabling a faster definition of the cost break-down 
structure

• Supporting MSs in the identification of clear benefits and 
designation of the use of the needed resources

How can the eGovERA© help the MSs?

Request for EC funds

Looking at a real Request for Funds, the eGovERA© can play a fundamental role in 
helping the MS addressing all the points needed for the EU Funds Request.

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation



eGovERA© upscale solution components 

eGovernment Digital Business Capabilities Assessment

eGovernment Portfolio Management 
Decision Support

Digital Transformation Roadmap Support

1 2

3

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation



The eGovERA© eGovernment Digital Business 
Capabilities Assessment represents a user friendly and 
guided survey that help Member States in the 
prioritisation of the digital business capabilities for the 
selected policy domains.The survey is composed by 
different sections, the first section let the user describe 
each digital business capabilities by the following 
parameters: National Digital Strategic Fit,  Ability to 
support the dBusCap, Expected Public Value, 
Estimated budget (in millions of EUR)

eGovernment Digital Business 
Capabilities Assessment

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA© eGovernment digital business capabilities 
assessment



The eGovERA© eGovernment Portfolio Management 
Decision Support supports the Member States in the 
visualisation of the survey results, providing useful 
features to prioritise the selected digital business 
capabilities adjusting the National Digital Strategic Fit 
Expected Public Value and "Ability to support the 
dBusCap" values for the different policy domains.

eGovernment Portfolio 
Management Decision Support

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA© eGovernment Pportfolio management 
decision support



The eGovERA© eGovernment Portfolio Management 
Decision Support supports the Member States in the 
visualisation of the survey results, providing useful 
features to prioritise the selected digital business 
capabilities adjusting the National Digital Strategic Fit 
Expected Public Value and "Ability to support the 
dBusCap" values for the different policy domains.

Digital Transformation 
Roadmap support 

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA© digital transformation roadmap support



eGovERA© pilots performed in 2021

Joint meeting 
with all the 2 
MSs

Meeting with 
MSs 1

Meeting with 
MSs 3

Kick-off 
preparation

Kick-off 
meeting

eGovERA 
Assessment 

Training

Results 
analysis

Request for 
funds template 

fulfilment

MS individual 
review meeting

Pilot 
results

1° session 2° session 8° session

5a° session

5b° session

Offline 
activities for 

MSs

3° session

Offline Assessment 
performed by MSs with on-
demand (email, calls, ad-

hoc sessions) support of the 
eGovERA Team

6° session

eGovERA Portal 
Training

4° session

5c° session

7a° session

7b° session

7c° session

Three eGovERA pilots have been 
performed with:

Ireland

Czech Republic

The eGovERA Health Pilot lasted for 1.5 months

1. Test the value proposition of the eGovERA 
Initiative

Objectives:

2. Collect useful feedback for the improvement of 
the eGovERA reference architecture and Portal

Romania

Meeting with 
MSs 3

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation



Does the eGovERA enable the assessment of the MSs As-Is Digital 
Capabilities?
“The tool has supported us in understanding our high-level As-Is situation in terms of 
digital business capabilities. We believe that the eGovERA tool has a great potential…., 
we are looking forward for future releases!”

Does the eGovERA enables the identification of Digital Gaps?
“The tool clearly supports the identification of gaps and priorities in terms of 
digital business capabilities”

Does the eGovERA Initiative supports MSs Digital Transformation?
“The eGovERA initiative can strongly support MSs in their digital transformation and 
in particular, in understanding the importance of cross-domain interaction”

MSs feedback about the 
eGovERA Initiative and 

tools

eGovERA© 
for eGovernment and 
digital transformation

eGovERA© pilots performed in 2021



Expected release roadmap for EIRA©, CarTool©, and  
eGovERA© foundation and upscale

2022

Four-months periods

Jan-Apr May-Aug Sep-Dec

2023

Four-months periods

Jan-Apr May-Aug Sep-Dec

2021

Four-months periods

Jan-Apr May-Aug Sep-Dec

2020

The figure below illustrates the expected releases:

Major release*Upcoming new releases of the EIRA & CarTool; **Expected release 

Four-months periods

Jan-Apr May-Aug Sep-Dec

eGovERA© 

Upscale

eGovERA© 

Foundation

Archi

4.8.0

Archimate 

3.1.0

EIRA V4.1.0

CarTool

4.1.0

EIRA V4.0.0

CarTool

4.0.0

Archi

4.7.0

Archi

4.7.1

Archi

4.8.1

eGovERA 

Foundation 

PoC

eGovERA Up-

Scale PoC

eGovERA 

Foundation 

v1.0.0beta

eGovERA Up-

Scale 

v1.0.0beta

EIRA V5.0.0

CarTool

5.0.0

Archi

4.8.2

Archi

4.9.0**

EIRA V5.1.0

CarTool

5.1.0

eGovERA 

Foundation 

v1.0.0

eGovERA

Upscale

v1.0.0

Minor release



Questions?

3 June 2021 (digital) Brussels, Belgium



ISA² programme
You click, we link!

Stay in touch
ec.europa.eu/isa2

Run by the Interoperability Unit at DIGIT (European Commission) with 131€M budget, the ISA2 programme provides public administrations, businesses and 
citizens with specifications and standards, software and services to reduce administrative burdens. 

@ EU_isa2 ISA2 Programme DIGIT-ISA2-COMM@ec.europa.eu

http://www.ec.europa.eu/isa2

